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INHERITANCE AND LINKAGE STUDIES IN BARLEY 
V. Locating of Seven New Mutant Genes 
Ryuhei TAKAHASHI， Jiro HAYASHI， Takeo KONISHI 
and Isamu MORIY A 
Barley is among the crop plants of which genetic studies have been 
made most extensively， but its chromosome map is still far from complete. 
We have made continued efforts for long years to accumulate linkage 
data as many as possible， and have re白 ntlybeen in success to locate 
田ven new mutant genes on barley chromosornes 1， 2， 4 and 7. The 
r田ultsare presented in this pa凹r.
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Main characteristics and origin of the記 venmutants and the gene 
symbols allotted to them are listed in Table 1. A further detailed des-
cription of each mutant wiJl be given later when ne句 ssary.
TABLE 1 
Main characteristics and origin of the mutants and the genes 
allotted to them. 
Name of mutant Characteristics Gene Origin symbol 
OUM 215 Xantha secehd1loinrig n;a hetero- Xa EMS-induced from Akashin-
zVyIagbolte -is and rikixL. T. 22 by T. Konishi. 
Okaiku 3 Glelaofs-sy hesahtehas thonふlyulPaRck r gs~ Sthpios nctaunlteiovuas r mutation in r. 
waxy bl∞m. 
G偶 eshikoku-hen Glωsy. waxless leaves. gla cSuplotnivtanr eGouos egrEh1i1ktaoikoun . ina 
Kmut 28 lBeravcehs ytatnc d garowwm th;stems， brl bXy -raTy . induced from Svar1hals short， Tsuchiya. 
spikes∞mpact. 
Kmut 174 Chlorlna plant ∞，lor .re XK-6raA y induced from a cultivar 
v(teamblpe-ratum independent〉， by T. Tsuchiya. 
Kmut 27 Semi-six-rowed r spliakte  ;偽 X-raTy . induced from Svar1hals 
uplaelr ， and lowe rals by T. Tsuchiya. 
small， sterile and tip-awned 
or awnless. 
Nagaoka dwarf Dwarf growth with narrow， nld oSf pontaneous mutation in Fz 
erect leaves and curved a NagaokaxMarumi crωs. 
upper stem-intemod田 .
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The linkage analyses of th田emutants were made in the following 
way: As the first step， a mutant was crossed to a few selected genetic 
stocks which have been known to involve one or more marker gen回 on
each of the田venchromosomes and determined the linkage group of the 
mutant gene from the F2 配gregation. Next， the mutant was crossed 
again to one or two multip1e marker stocks appropriate for making the 
three-point t田tof the mutant gene in qu田tion A list of various gen田
on different chromosomes involved in each of the new mutants is given 
in Table 2， and the marker gen田 andcharacters of the various genetic 
stocks crossed to the mutants are shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 2 
Genic ∞nstitutions of th巳田venmutants u関din this inv田tigation.
Mutant (gene) Chromosome 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
OUM 215 LYheb-".L， V Uz. AI h Trd 。s (Xa) A帽
Okaiku 3 1. n v.ρr. E uz. A"・A. k. hs Trd. b 。s 
(gs~) Li 
G信記sbikoku.hen U uz. An k. Hs. b s 
(gl.) bl 
Kmut 28 I? V Uz k. Gla 。s 
(br.) 
Kmut 174 N.I? V An k. G/a b 。 S.R 
(f，) 
Kmut 27 N V. Li Uz h Trd， b 。 s 
(Vz) 
Na(gnaidok) a dwarf N v.ρr An k. hs b 。 Fs. S.R 
In determining independent inheritance or linkage between two pairs 
of genes. the chi-square test for linkage (χりwasused throughont. Prior 
to this test， the fit of the F2 segregation of each of the single character 
pairs. say Aa and Bb. to the 3: 1 or some other ex伊ctedratio was tested， 
and when a poor fit was observed for both of the character pair segrega-
tions， the data were discarded. Recombination percentag，田 werecalcula ted 
by use of maximum likelihood formula. When more than two values of 
recombination between two genes were obtained from different sour偲sof 
data， these values were combined and a weighted average value was cal-
culated after the method suggl田tedby Robertson et al. (1944) and Kramer 
and Burnham (1947). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Semidominant Chlorothyll Mutant， OUM 215 (X;α) 
This chlorophyll mutant OUM 215 (Okaγama University Mutant ac-
C白sionnumber) was first found by one of the authors. T. Konishi， among 
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TABLE 3 
Marker characters and genetic stocks used in this inv田 tigation.
Chromo- Gene 
回me symbol Character Genetic st∞ks 
1 a.z Albino seedling Coast 1 
y. Virescent seedling Coast 11 
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1 Dense spike Shiro Omugi. e-trd. Ligule-less. Kobinkatagi 4 
n Naked kernel Nigrinudum. 1. T. 16. Kobinkatagi 4. Brachytic 
lkz Short awn Shiro Omugi. Kobinkatagi 4 
br Brachytic growth Brachytic 
2 e Elongated glume e-trd 
Pr Colored leaf-tip Nigrinudum. Colses 1. e-trd. Ligule-le鑓.T. 179 
V Two-rowed spike Nigrinudum. Svanhals. 1. T. 16. Koyo (ligule-les) 
li Ligule-less Ligule-less. Koyo (ligule-les) 
3 uz Uzu or semibrachytic 1. T. 12. L.T. 16. uz-x. 
a. Albino鈴edling Colsess 1 
al Albino lemma Russian 82 
an Albino seedling Nigrinudum 
4 K Hooded appendage L.T. 12. 1.T. 16. Colsess 1. IV. and V. K-gla 
gla Glossy seedling 3 K-gla 
Hs Hairy leaf-sheath Ligule-less 
Bl Blue aleurone Tawangmiao 
5 trd Third outer glume 1. T. 12. 1. T. 16. e-trd 
B Black lemma Nigrinudum. Minn. 90-5. 1. T. 16 
6 0 Orange lemma Orange lemma 
7 fs Fragile stem Kamairazu 
s Short haired rachilla Orange lemma. Nlgrinudum. L.T. 16 
Colsess 1. IV. and V. T. 179. Syrla 439 
r Sm∞th awn T. 179. Syria 439. Minn. 90-5 
the M2 fami1ies derived from the EMS-treated seeds of a cross between 
Akashinriki and Linkage tester (L.T.) 22. and i也 modeof inheritance and 
linkage were studied solely by him. The strain was found to田gregate
three types of s田dlings.xantha. chlorina and gr田n.in the M2 nursery. 
Because of the deficiency of chlorophyll， the xantha plants were dead at 
the seedling stage， but the latter two could grow up normally. The 
chlorina plant contains， like the chlorina plants of Colsess V (λλ，)， total 
chlorophyll much less than the grl配 nplants， but is much higher in chlo-
rophyll a/b ratio. In any way， distinction between chlorina and green 
plants is quite easy at any stage from the seedling to near maturity 
whether they are grown in the field or in the green house. Moreover， 
the chlorina plant is more winter-hardy than Colsess V. 
As seen in Table 4， the xantha， chlorina and gr田nseedlings appeared 
in a 1: 2: 1 ratio in the progeny of the selfed chlorina plant of OUM 
215， while the green plants bred true. On the other hand， in the F1 
generation of the crosses between the chlorina plant of OUM 215 and 
田veraltesters with 町田nleaves. the chlorina and green plants appeared 
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TABLE 4 
Segregation of thr目 phenotyp白 inthe progeni白 ofthe selfed chlorina 
and gt四 nplants， and in F 2of the cr促渇白 ofthe chlorina 
plant from OUM 215 with four marker st∞ks. 
χI for 
1:2:1 
Phenotypes 
Chlorlna 
OUM 215 chlorina 
× 
P 
?
?
?
?
???
? ?
? ?
? ? ?
?
?
???
? ?
?
? ?
? ?
?
?…??
?
?
??
???
?
?
…?????
?
?
? ??
，?
? ?
???
??
…
????
??
?
???
?
????
?
?
?
? ? ?
??
??
?
?
?
??
?? ?
?。
…
????
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
…
?
?
…
??
…
?
?
?
…??
?
?…
?
??
?
???
?
?
?
??
?
?
…??
? ?
??
???
Total 
Green Xantha 
in a 1: 1 ratio， and in the progenies of the chlorina Fl plants from these 
four cross田， three ty戸soccurred in a 1: 2 : 1 ratio. Th田.eresults have 
led to the conclusion that only a single gene pair conditions th田echarac・
ter expr田sions，and the chlorophyll deficient condition is semidominant 
over the gr田n. Now denotes the gene pair X..x"， X"Xa and 九九 arexantha 
and gr'田n，r回戸ctively，while the heterozygote XaXa is chlorina. 
Interrelationships betw田nthe gene X"，x"， and a number of marker 
gen田 werestudied using the crosses of the chlorina plants from OUM 
215 with four genetic stocks. The F2 results， shown in Table 5， indicate 
that the chlorophyll deficiency gene X"， is inherited independently of 1 (1)， 
TABLE 5 
Inde伊ndentinherltan伺 ofthe chlorina seedling (Xa.Xa) and田veral
markers in F 2generation of the fourα国民swith OUM 215. 
?
??
??????
???
??????
? ?
?? ??
??
????
??
??
? ?
??
??
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
???
?
????
??
?? ?
?
??
???
??
??? ?
? ?
??
?
?
?
。?
?
?
?
??Symbol 
y y 
????
????
?
?????
P 
small 
.5-.3 
.5-.3 
.7-.5 
< .05
.3-.2 
.8-.7 
.1ー .05
.9ー .8
.9-.8 
.5-.3 
.3-.2 
.7-.5 
.5ー .3
χIL(ホ)
?
????????
? ?
????
??
?
?????
?
?????
???
?
???
??
???????
??
??
Total 
? ?
????
?
????
? ?? ? ??
??
?
???
???
??
?
??
??
???
???
????
????
?
Lk. 
N 
L 
V 
N 
V 
O 
N 
V 
Al 
s 
Uz uz 
K k 
Trd trd 
???
??
??
???
Shiro Omugi 
Orange lemma 
L.T.12 
Russian 82 
* Calculated on the basis of a 6: 2: 3 : 1鎚 gregationratio. 
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v (2)， uz (3)， K (4)， trd (5)， 0 (6) and s (7). but is linked with Ik2 for short 
a wn on chromosome 1. As to n for naked kerne1 on the same choromo-
some， on the other hand， a 10偲elinkage was sugg田tedby somewhat 
1angerχZL on1y in a cro路 withOrange 1emma. but not in two other 
cros時s.and no linkage was indicated any more betw配 nx，. and I from 
the F2 r回uIts.
In order to obtain more reliab1e linkage data for th田efour gen回，
an F3 progeny test was made for the cross between OUM 215 and Shiro 
dmugi which included four gene pairs. Lk2lkz• Nn. Ll and X"，x"， a1together. 
In addition. re1ations of Xa with a.2 and y<. both of which were known 
to be on the same chromosome， were studied by s偲dlingtest of the Fz 
p1ants from the cros田swith Coast I and Coast II. The summarized 
T回u1tsof these linkage ana1阿倍 arepv回entedin Tab1es 6 and 7. 
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TABLE 6 
The F2 and Fs data for linkages betw聞 1XaXa and three gene pai略
Lk21k2， Nn， and Ll obtained in a crα;s betw田 nthe chlorina 
plant (X，.x.) of OUM 215 and Shiro Omugi. 
Reocm- ，\!~l.ab凶
bination ~:~~~昆baluen1長。f
reoomblnatl.on 
{創価}
F. p加notyp旬 orpnotyp開$
Xx 
yy yy 
???
?
? ?
?
??
?
〕 ? ?
?
???
?、
?
35.お:t2.2470
40.70:t2届幻
34.38 
35.8 
42.43 
39.73 
43.43 
45.10 
Total 
409 
409 
409 
409 
409 
409 
?
?
?????
???
? ??
??
???217 
65 152 
218 
81 137 
196 
72 124 
Phase xx 
yy yy 
76 
20 56 
107 
55 52 
鴎
28 60 
???????? ?XaXa Lkl/.ん
XQX"， N n 
X"，X"， L/ 4.40:!:2.伺12
XX=lethal xantha and not includ伎iin this table. 
TABLE 7 
Interrela tionshi戸 betweenX，.x"， and two gene pairs， A.!O<2 and Y.y.， in
日 ofthe two crOSl:踏 withC伺 st1 and Coast II. 
* xx=gr問 n;Xx=-chlorlna. 
Recombina-
tion value 
(%) 
Sym加1 Green Chlorlna Xantha A)bino or 
vir.民おentTotal x x Y y (xxy-) (Xxy-) (XXy-) (-yy) 
98 2羽 136 137 
OUM 215 
chlorina 
× 
P がχ 
38.90:t 
5.1曲7
indepen-
d組 t
<.02 7.957 599 ADza司XaX"， Coast I 
.5-.3 3.185 450 l∞ 85 135 80 Y.y. Coast II X"，X"， 
*Compared with the calculated numbers on the ratio of 3: 6 : 3 : 4.
According to Tab1e 6， the X"， 10cus is considerab1y apart from aII of 
the thr.田 othergene 1∞i， but judging from the r配 ombinationvalu田 ，X"，
is on the leftmost， and Ikz， n and I are a町angedto the right. Since the 
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gene order of the latter thr目 suggestedfrom this rl田 ultis in accord 
with that confirmed by Takahashi et al. (1953)， itmay be卯ssibleto con-
c1ude that the gene order is X，-Ikzーか1. Ifω， itfollows that bothぬ and
Y. would be more distant than 1 from X.・ TheFz data shown in Table 
7 verify this: X. and Y. were independent， and Xa and acz are quite 
loosely linked each other. 
By the way， Takahashi and Hayashi (Bar1ey Newsletter 2， 1959) had 
previously made a study on the relationships among the six genes， Ikz， n， 
1， aOz， Yoand br in chromosome 1 in order to demonstrate by the conven-
tional genetic method that linkage groups II and VII of bar1ey are on 
one chromosome (cf. Kramer et al. 1954). Since the information may 国
TABLE 8 
F2 and Fa data for linkag田 betweenthe gene pairs， Lk21k2' Nn， LI， 
~o2， YC Yoand Brbr， on chrom団ome1 in three cr由記S
indicated (repulsion phase). 
Llnked 駒山僧 h四 aMTOU1 R国eco師置，bl-宮W部“(同g蹴b句df Croea 
gen縄 。fdata value (船
A暗Oc. F. 409:167:205 781 Fa(A帽 Lk.) 3 :40:33:173 249 17.67 > 19羽:t1邸 72，.Lk.lk. 
F.(A暗 lk.) 86:45 131 20.74 
Coast I ACIOc. F. 397:179:205 781 
× F.(A暗 N) 2 :22:おなお 256 10.82 > 11.87土1お73
Kobinkatagi 4 ，.Nn F.(A暗 n) 94:30 124 13.76 
A暗a暗 F. 3ω:186:205 781 F.(A噌 L) o : 1: 15:231 257 5.23 5.79土0.8790-Ll F.(A司 l) 106:17 123 7.42 
Ycyc F. 278:111:150 539 
Fa(Yc Lk.) 16 :4 6 : 45 : 94 201 40.76 > 39.21:t3.2086 -Lk.lk. F.(Yc lk.) 41: 50 91 37.88 
Coast II Ycyc F. 2洛6:123:150 539 
× F.(Y. N) 15:44:40:92 191 
Kobinkatagi 4 戸、.一，、J'一霊 F.(Yc n) 47:54 101 36.49 
Y.y. Ft 248:141:150 539 complete F.(Yc L) 13: 45 : 41: 95 194 
-Ll F.(Yc l) 48:50 98 34.2.5 J 36お:t3.1917
A噌a噌 F. 327:162:140 629 F.{A司 N) 1 :23:13:131 168 12.13 > 10.26士1.4418
Coast I -Nn F.(A噌 n) 80: 14 94 8.05 
× 
Brachytic A噌a暗 Ft 364:125:140 629 independ. 
-Brbr 
F，(A.. Br) 25:55:49:79 208 independ. 
F，(A刊 br) 20:34 54 45.95 
移 F.phenotypes: AB: Ab: (aB+ab) 
F. genotyp田.doubly dominant: AABB: AaBB: AABb: AaBb 
singly dominant: AAbb: Aabb 
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of u田 inconstructing a map of genes on this chrom叩 ome，the summa-
rized results of the F2 and F3 tests are given in Table 8. This clearly 
indicates that these gen白 arearranged in the order of lkz-n-l-a'2ザ'.-br，
and at the same time the former linkage groups II and VII should be 
grouped into one. 
Fig. 1 showing a map of gen回 onchromosome 1 was prepared from 
the pr田entr白ultsand some other linkage data previously reported per. 
taining to the記 genes. It may be of inter白 tto note that the new gene 
Xa.∞cupi田 thedistal end of the long arm of chromosome 1， and hence 
will be u記das the marker in place of lk2 for the cytogenetic study of 
this chromosome arm. 
x a 
44.4 
1k2 
'38.9 
independent 
n ac2 
Fig. 1. A map of田vengenes on chrom慣ome1. 
YC br 
* and 榊 arecited from Takahashi et a/. (19日)and Haus 
(1958)，時spectively.
2. Glossy Sheath (gs) in Okσiku 3 
Okaiku 3 is a naked variety of uzu ty戸 whichwas bred a t Okayama 
Pref.配turalAgricultural Experiment Station in 1930's. This is charac-
terized by absence of wax coating on the upper leaf.sheaths only. Like 
other ecerぴ'erummutants， this glossy sheath character proved to be con. 
ditioned by a single recessive gene. In our preliminary report (Barley 
Newsletter 9， 1966)， the gene was designated gS7， but later changed to gS8， 
since gS7 was used for the gene in Kogane Mugi at the publication of its 
linkage data (Takahashi and Hayashi， 1966). R配ently，however， McProud 
(1971) have shown that gSa in Okaiku 3 is allelic to gss in Jotun which 
was studied by Rasmusson and Lam加rt(1965)， so that gene symbol gss 
will 国 usedfor this mutant in this paper. 
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A genetic study was commenced using the cro田esof this mutant 
with Nigrinudum， Colsess 1 and Orange lemma for testing its relations 
with various chromosome markers， but two additional cro話回 wereem-
ployed for determining its 1∞ation on chromosome 2. 
Table 9 gives the Fz data for tho記 geneswhich have proved to be 
independently inherited of gss・ Thefollowings are the marker gen回 and
number of chromosomes on which each of them are known to be located: 
n and 1 (1)， UZ， a.and 仇 (3)，K and Hs (4)， B and trd (5)， 0 (6) and s (η. 
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TABLE 9 
Independent inheritance of the glα;sy sheath (gss) and記veralmarkers 
in F2 generation of the five cross田 withOkaiku 3. 
Glossy 
X x 
Non-glα:lSy 
X x 
三竺竺~ Chromo-
X x 回 me
Okaiku 3(gs，) 
crossed 
with 
P 
Nigrinudum .2ー .1
.2-.1 
.2ー.1
.9-.8 
χ包L
1.6764 
4.お63柿
2.4231 
0.0お6
Total 
?????? ??
61 
(151)傘
24 
32 
83 
144 
120 
112 
148 
86 
86 
?
???
???????
?
?
?
?
???
???? ? ?
?
??
0.0487 
0.6929 
1.0125牟ホ
0.3951 
O.必51
?????
22 
29 
(132)* 
19 
M 
???????
71 
83 
56 
70 
辺6
214 
297 
241 
227 
???
?
?
?
?
??
?
? ?
?
Colsess 1 
.2一.1
8ー .5
5ー .3
1.8656 
0.0留7
0.8734 
344 
344 
344 
???， ? ?
????
??
?
??
???????????ー???
?
??
?
? ??
??
e-trd 
???? ? ??0.6111 
1.4596 
0.3232 
0.3232 
。，?
? 。
??
。 ， ?
???????????????????????
??
??
?
?
????
?
???
???
??????Ligule.l飴 S
.2-.1 
.5-.3 
2.6671 
0.8920 
287 
2回
23 
21 
48 
51 
49 
51 
167 
165 
3 
6 
Uz 
o 
Orange lemma uz 
o 
* Total number of the albino plants. 
紳Comparedwith the calculated number on a 9: 3 : 4 ratio. 
Since it was found from the Fz tests that the gene gss was on 
chromosome 2， the Fz plants from the cross between Okaiku 3 and 
Nigrinudum， which involved thr，田 genepairs， Gssgss， Prtr and Vv alto-
gether， were further subj配tedto F3 progenies test. Table 10 shows the 
summarized results obtained from the F2 and F3 t田tsfor the linkages of 
five gene pairs， gS5， Pr， v， e and li， and the recombination valu田 cal-
culated from each of the田 data. The weighted average valu田 ofr配 om-
bination among the three gen白 ，gS5， Pr and v， are also given in the 
same table， in which two values were calculated and listed; one from the 
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TABLE 10 
F2 and Fs data for linkages of five genes， gs~， Pr， v， e and li， obtained 
in the cr，団sesof Okaiku 3 with (A) Nigrinudum， 
(B) Col記田 1，(C) e-trd and (D) Li思1e-les_
Weighted 
averaJle 
value (%) 
Recombina-
tion value 
(%) 
Source of 
data 
Linked 
gen白
35.64 
32.76 
42.28 
33.74 
42.37 
39.54 
31.94 
35.邸
25泊
22.07 
23.14 
31.75 
s2.58 
complete 
lUlJrqe 
Total 
(35.94:!: 1.2542)* 
24.20土1.3210
36.18:!:1.67日
???????
?
??????
Seg陀gation紳
3四:72巧5:59
248: 59 : 50 : 44 
50 : 53 : 55 :142 
14:55 
25:68 
222: 75 : 51 : 37 
215: 48:必:38
189: 60 : 54 : 49 
328: 53:前 :78
267: 47 : 31 : 56 
7刀:44:39:163 
10 :43 
14:圃
Phase 
????
???
Cr伺 S
????
????
Fa 
Fs 
F8(GS~ Pr) 
F.(Gs~ ρr) 
F.(gs~ Pr) 
F. 
FI 
FI 
Fs 
F. 
F.(Gs~ V) 
F.(Gsa v) 
F.(6s. v) 
GSags~ 
-Prpr 
GSags~ 
-Vv 
ぬ417:86:81: 0 R C Fa Gs~gs~ -& 
Gs~gs~ 
-Lili independ 
Prρr 
-Vv 15.09土1.0283
13.93 
14.80 
15.75 
30.77 
29.42 
352 
?????
186: 63 : 78 : 25
360: 34: 34: 97 
284: 30 : 23 : 64 
88:36:泌 :202
6 :27 
4 :24 
R 
???
D 
???
F. 
Fa 
FI 
F.(Pr V) 
F.(Pr v) 
F.(pr V) 
* Calculated by combining al the linkage data obtained from the crosses. A， B.C 
and D. 
柿 F.phenotypes=AB: Ab: aB: ab. 
F.(Ab) =AAbb: Aabb. 
F.(AB)=AABB: AaBB: AABb: AaBb. 
Fs(aB)品 aaBB:aaBb.
data obtained from a cro話 withNigrinudum (A) only， and the other by 
combining all the data from the four cros記s. It is apparent in the table 
that the gene gs is located very c10se to e， but far apart from li， and 
that four gen田 arearranged in chromosome 2 in the order of Li-Pr-v-gss. 
However， relative position of gs and e could not be determined in this 
test. 
Rasmusson and Lambert (1965) have estimated the re∞mbination 
value of gs. with e to be 2.5% and with v 32.0形， while the distance 
between e and v to be 31.0%， which have suggested the gene order of 
v-e-gss・ McProud(1971) has indicated that the distance between v and 
gs is 24.4% or 27.3%. In Fig. 2 is given a map of five genes on 
chromo釦 me2 constructed from the linkage data obtained by various 
authors. 
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|コ independent.!.
I Iコ 34.0事
; 一二 38.9! ご 1. 
Pr v 
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
24.2 
F--21TL→ 
36.2 “τ・τ
(35.9) 
independent 
Fig. 2. A map of five genes on chromosome 2. 
*，**，材*and t are cited from Takahashi ot al. (1953)， Takahashi and Moriya 
(1969)， Rasmusson and Lambert (1965) and McProud (1971)， r関pectively.
3. Glossy Leaf Character in Goseshikoku・hen(gI3) 
The original rnaterial was kindly provided by Dr. K. Hirata， Professor 
of Niigata University. Because of lack of waxy bloorn on al leaf-blades， 
this rnutant has shiny or glossy appearance and is easi1y distinguished 
frorn the norrnal ty戸 atalrnost alllife stages. The rnutation is supposed 
to occur spontaneously in the Japan田ecovered bar ley of uzu ty伊， called 
Go記shikoku. Just as in the gl and gl2 rnutants， the glossy leaf character 
proved to be governed by a single rec田sivegene. An allelisrn test rnade 
arnong these three rnutants has indicated that the gene in Goseshikoku-
hen is different frorn both gl and gl2・ 50，a gene syrnbol gl3 was assigned 
to this rnutation. 1n this test， itwas eventually found that the gl and 
gl2 rnutants， both received frorn Dr. D. W. Robertson of Colorado State 
University， were al1elic， as was confirrned also by Dr. T. Tsuchiya (Per-
sonal cornrnunication). It is noted that Goseshikoku-hen is rnuch rnore 
winter.hardy and better suited to linkage study than the gl and gl2 
rnutants. 
1n order to detect linkage of gl3' Goseshikoku-hen was crossed to 
l Nigrinudurn and Colsess 1V. The F2 segregations of various character 
pairs are shown in Table 11， which indicat田 thatgl3 is independently 
inherited of v (2)， uz and ι(3)， B (5) and s (7)， but linked with K for 
hooded character on chrornosorne 4. The linkage intensity 国tweengl3 
and K was estirnated to be 32.85労 Furtherrnore，a loose linkage be-
tween gl3 and Hs was suggested by a bit larger χ2L value due to an 
eX1田ssiveparental ty戸sin the cross with Cols田s1V. The recornbination 
value was 42.189ぢ Nevertheless，this was not confirrned in the cro由
with Nigrinudurn. 
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TABLE 11 
Interrelationships between gls for glossy leaf character in Goseshikoku-hen 
and several markers in F 2of two crosses with 
Nigrinudum and Colsess IV_ 
Glossy 
X x 
Non-gl偲sy
X x 
Symbol Chromo-
x x some 
Gαぉshikoku-
hen (gl.) 
X 
P 
Colses IV 
χ'L 
0.0001 >.ω 
1.0158 .5-.3 
1.7574料 .5-.3
0.1058 .8-.7 
1.8100 .2-.1 
0.0181 .9-.8 
0.0306 .9ー .8
4.2140 < .05
33.7656 small 
0.1029 .8-.7 
Total 
??
??
?????
???
??
?。
? ???????????
56 
臼
(164)本
63 
71 
49 
30 
20 
52 
29 
?
? ?
??????
??
??
?
》
?????
?
?
? ??
?
?
?
??
??
???
??
???
?
??
?
????
? ?
?
????
?
? ? ?
??
?
?
????
，
? ?
?
?
?
???
???
Nigrinudum 
本Totalnumber of the albino seed1ings. 
帥Comparedwith a 9: 3 : 4 segregation ratio. 
Along with this experiment， other linkage studies had been in pro-
gr田sat that time using two di百erentmutants， brachytic 2 (br2) and 
chlorina plant (λ)， and from the results these two mutant genes were 
found to be on the same chromosome. Consequently， a revised plan to 
investigate the interrelationships among the genes， g/3' br2' 19， K and BI， 
was put into execution by uti1zing a genotype KKgl3g13 (represented 
hereafter as K-g13) which was newly arisen in F3 of the cross between 
Goseshikoku-hen and Colsess IV. In these circumstances， itseems adequate 
to state the results of the studies on linkages of br2 and λfirst， leaving 
the discussion of linkage intensity between K and gl3 ti1l later on. 
Brachytic Growth (br2) in Kmut 28 
The brachytic mutant Kmut 28 was induced from a two-rowed cul-
tivar Svanhals by X-ray irradiation and provided us for use by Dr. 
Tsuchiya. Short plant height and the dense spike with very short awn 
are its chief characteristics. Its stem length is about 2/3 and its awn 
length about 1/3 of the original variety Svanhals. Its kernels， too， are 
somewhat short and small as compared with those of Svanhals. Thus， 
this mutant has appearance very simi1ar to the uzu or semi-brachytic ty戸
plant. Neverthel白色 thebrachytic ty戸 canbe distinguished from the uzu 
type by the di百erenc田 insize and sha戸 oftheir coleopti1田. Comparison 
of the mean lengths of the coleopti1es of the F2 segregants in several crosses 
has revealed that， whi1e the uzu ty戸 isabout one half of the normal 
ty戸， the brachytic ty戸 isabout 2/3 as long as the normal ty戸 incole-
4. 
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optile length. Moreover. a tiny projection and a notch are often found at 
the a戸Xof the col切 pti1eof the uzu ty戸.whereas neither of th白echarac-
ters 戸rsentin the coleopti1e of the brachytic type・ Sincethe simultane-
ous reduction in length of various plant parts in Kmut 28 proved to be 
due to a single r配essivegene which was different from br in another 
brachytic mutant ∞curred in Himalaya. a gene symbol br2 was assigned 
to this new mutant. 
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TABLE 12 
Inten可~lationships betw民 nbrz for brachytic growth 2 and田veral
markers in Fz of the four cr偶記swith Kmut 28. 
Brachytic 
X x 
Normal 
X x 
三竺竺:__Chromo-
X x 回me
Kmut 28 (br.) 
crossed with P 
Col記録 IV
?????????????
?
?
?
???
χSL 
1.9184 
0.1229 
8.5902 
0.1434 
0.3516 
161.2918 
0.0024 
0.8793 
0.0021 
Total 
???????
?
??????????
?
? ?
???
?
??
?
?
??
? ?
?
??
? ，?
? ?
?
87 
105 
95 
109 
139 
印
141 
111 
36 
?
??
???
?
?
????
??
??
??
?
? ?
?
?
Orange lemma 
uz uz-x. 
Nigrinudum s 
TABLE 13 
Fz and Fa data for the linkag田 oftwo gene pairs. bη--K and brz--gla. 
obtained in the cr回総Sof Kmut 28 (brz) with 
(A) Colsess IV and (8) K-gla・
Weishぬd
average ot 
recombina-
生息盛l
R明。mbtna-
Total tion value 
(~) 
19.38:t1.1357 
22.75:t1部 27
、?
、???
、???
，
??
?????
?
?
????????
?
??
???
Segregation紳
503: 60 : 65 :1∞ 
51 :お:18 :113 
2 :21 
5 : 19 
241: 35 : 46 : 70 
30: 21: 21: 74 
3 :17 
4 :22 
Phase 
?????
(20.49土1.135η$
、
??
、???????
??
???
? ?
??
392 
112 
54 
60 
199:116: 77: 0 
o : 2 : 1:109 
53: 1 
58: 2 
???
1.29:t 0.5121 
Sour開 ofdata 
(日F・.(Br.K) 
F.(Br. k) 
F.(br. K) 
l~ F.(Brs K) F.(Br. k) F.(br. K) 
l~ F.(Br. GI，) F，(Brl gl.) F.(br. GI，) 
Crα;s 
A 
Crα;s 
B 
日nked
genes 
Br.bra 
-Kk 
Crωs 
B 
Br.br. 
-GI.gl. 
* Calculated from the com bined data of the two cros記sA and B. 
紳 S田 thef，∞tnote of Table 10. 
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For the linkage study of br2， Kmut 28 was crossed first to the four 
t田terst∞ks， Orange lemma， Colsess lV， Nigrinudum and uz-x.， and later 
to K-g13・ Asshown in Table 12， itbecame evident that br2 was inde-
pendently inherited of v (2)， uz (3)， s (7) and also a gene for dense spike 
on unknown chromosome. ln spite of larger X2 L for br2 and 0， the田 two
are sti1 conceived to be independent， because excessive double recessive 
type plants， which chiefly contributed to the larger X2 value， can hardly 
be attributable to the 1inkage of these gen回 inrepulsion phase. on 
the other hand， 1inkage of br2 with K for hooded lemma appendage is 
doubtless. 
Linkage intensities between br2 and K and also betw配nbr2 and gl3 
were estimated from the F2 and F3 data obtained in the cr侃 S白 ofKmut 
28 with Colsess lV and K-g13 testers. The results are shown in Table 13. 
The weighted average values of recombination calculated by combining the 
田paratedata indicate that br2 is only 1.3 map units apart from g13' and 
about 20.5 units apart from K on chromosome 4. 
5. Chlorina Mutant (β)， Kmut 174 
The chlorina mutant Kmut 174， which was used in this investigation， 
was induced by Dr. Tsuchiya by X-ray irradiation of the seed of two-
rowed cultivar Ko A. This mutant always develops conspicuous chlorina 
leaves indifferently of height of temperature at al growth stage. Since 
Colsess V is a chlorina mutant of lowtemperature type， this can be easily 
distinguished from Kmut 174 type plant by growing these two types to・
gether in a condition of rather high temperature. Slightly ∞mpact spike 
and lateness in heading， as compared with the original variety Ko A， are the 
other characteristics of Kmut 174. The mutant character is simple r氏自-
sive to the norma1. A gene symbol/" was previously assigned to this by 
the pre田ntauthors， but later amended to /9 by Dr. D.W. Robertson (1970). 
TJ.ble 14 shows the segregation of gr閃nvs. chlorina and a number 
of marker character pairs in the F2 generation of the cro出回 ofKmut 174 
with five genetic marker stocks. It is apparent in this table that the gene 
j 9 is independent1y inherited of n (1)， v (2)， an (3)， B (5)， 0 (6)， and r and 
s (7)， but 1inked with K for hooded lemma appendage on chromosome 4. 
1n order to raise more re1iable data for estimation of the distances 
from /g to K and gla， almost al1 but the doubly recessive F2 plants of the 
cro田 betweenKmut 174 and K-g13 were carried through the Fa genera-
tion to determine their genotypes. 1n Table 15 are given the F3 data， 
together with the F2 results regarding the linkages， and the recombination 
values calculated from each of them. The weighted average value of 
recombination between /9 and gl3 and that betw田n/9 and K were further 
伺 lcula凶，泊ichwere 40.07:t2.12 (労)and 23.29:t 1側(勉)， resp配tively
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TABLE 14 
Interrelationships between gr白 nvs. chlorina plants (凡fo)and the 
marker character pairs on chromo田mes1-7 in F2 of the 
cr偲seswith the chlorina mutant， Kmut 174. 
Chlorina 
x x 
Green 
x x 
笠竺竺~ Chromo-
x x some 
Kmut174 (/g) 
crωsed with P 
K-gl. 
Colsses V 
??
?
?
???????
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?
? ?
?
? ? ?? ??
??
?????
?
?
?
χ・L
0.6930 
1.8261キキ
3.7535 
0.3136 
0.30邸
1.3947 
2.4694 
0.6967 
0.0293 
0.0160 
0.0753 
97.0051 
2.7560 
0.3514 
34.9552 
1.0998 
Total 
????????????
?
???
?
?
? ?
?? ?
???
?
???
?????
23 
(154)* 
37 
29 
37 
39 
16 
9 
20 
23 
29 
71 
26 
28 
47 
30 
?
???????
??
????
??
???
???
? ???????
????
???????
????
??
???
?
????
????????
????
?
??
????
?
?。?
???
??
???
?
??????????
?
???
?
????
?
?????? ?
? ?
??
???
?
???
?
??
Orange lemma 
Nigrinudum 
Minn.ω-5 
* Total num出rof albino plants. 
料 Comparedwith the calculated num民間 onthe segregation ratio of 9: 3 : 4. 
TABLE 15 
F2 and Fs data for the linkages of the gene pairs， Fgfø~・..， Glagls and凡fo-Kk，
obtained from a K-glsxKmut 174 (fo> crωs， and the re∞mbination values 
calculated therefrom by the method of maximum likelyhα札
Weighted average 
value of recombi-
nation (%) 
Recombina-
tlon value 
(勉)
Source of 
data 
Linked 
genes Total 
Fvf， 
-G/agl. 
、? ? ?
? ，
? ?
? ?
??????
???
??
? ??
??
?
479 
2幻
93 
93 
Segregation* 
お4:97 10:2: 26 
13 : 49: 52 :113 
39:54 
42:51 
Phase 
???
F. 
F.(F， GI.) 
F.(F， gl.) 
F.(/， Gω 
40.07 :t 2.1200 
、 ，
?， 、
? ? ?
??
????
?
????
， ?
??
ヮ ?
??
???
?
??
478 
282 
38 
48 
307: 43 : 57: 71 
63 : 42 : 37:140 
4 :34 
6 :42 
???
F. 
F.(F， K) 
F.(F， k) 
F.(f， K) 
F、f、
-Kk 
23.29:t 1.6546 
* See the footnote of Table 10. 
Determination 01 the locations 01 glg， br2' Ig， K and Bl on chromosome 4. 
Since Bl for blue aleurone color has b田nfrequently used as a marker 
gene of chromosome 4， information about the linkage of Bl with gl3 and 
6. 
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K was thought to be of use. An additional cro岱 wasmade between 
k四 g13and a Chinese variety Tawangmiao with dark blue aleurone to fulfil 
the requirement. 1n the F2 generation of this cro部 theplants with blue 
aleurone appeared too many to given a good fit to a 3 blue to 1 white 
ratio. But， as the田gregationsof both Kk and Gl3g13∞curred in the 
ex伊ctedratio， linkage of Bl with K and gl3 could be confirmed from the 
results. A part of these F2 plants of this cross were then subjected to 
F3 test in order to determine the F2 genoty伊s. The F2 and F3 data 
obtained in th回et田tsand the recombination value ca1culated each of 
them are shown together in Table 16. 1n the same table you can find the 
weighted average value of recombination between Bl and gl3 and that 
between Bl and K， which are 13.60% and 34.74%， r回開封ctively.
TABLE 16 
F2 and F3 data for the linkag田 ofthe gene pair5， Gゐgん-Blbl and Blbl-Kk， 
obtained from a cr偶 5，Tawangmiao (Bl)xK-gla te5ter 5t∞:k， and the re∞m-
bination value5 calculated therefrom by the method of maximum likelyhα札
Linked Source of Recombina-Wvaeluige hotef d reacvoembgie -
genes data Phase Segregationホ Total tion value (%) nation (%) 
G/a gla FI C 364: 63: 15: 74 516 Fa(G/a BI) C 43: 9 : 14:88 154 11.94 13.印土1.3677-BI bl F.(gla BI) C 3 :24 乞I 20.∞ 
BI bl FI R 308:19: 80: 9 516 
-Kk 
F.(BI K) R 7 : 38: 26: 64 135 37.12 34.74:t2.8195 
Fa(BI k) R 22:24 46 35.29 
* se the f∞tnote of Table 10. 
Now， let us give an account of the linkage intensity between K and 
g13. As sta ted in this and the prec田dingthree田ctions，we ha ve used four 
cros記seach involving the田 twopairs of gen田， and can白timatethe 
recombination value from their F2 and F3 data. Table 17 shows a grand 
average value of recombination between K and gl3 being 24.37:t 1.0356 (%)， 
although the average values， calculated cro岱 bycross， differ considerably， 
ranging from 19.07% to 31.86%. 
Finally， collecting al the r'田ultsof a田ri田 ofex戸rimentsseparately 
dealt with before， we could easily bui1d up a map of the five gen田 on
chrom凶 ome4 as is shown in Fig. 3. 1n this map， the values obtained 
by three-point tests are mainly referred to， but those values estimated by 
combining al the avai1able data， too， are shown besides in parenth田is.
1t is worthy to note that， as far as we know， the f， is the gene which is 
loca ted a t the most distal end of the short arm of chromosome 4， as the 
distance between λand K is farther than that betw田n[ or [10. and K 
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TABLE 17 
F2 and Fs data for linkage 国tweenKk and Glagla and their recombination 
values obtained from the four crosses indicated. 
Crosses Source of 虚d~t; V< Phase Segregation'" 
Recombina- Weighted average 
Total tion value value of recombi-
(第) nation (%) 
Fz 
F.(K Gls) 
Fo(K g18) 
Fs(k Gla) 
????
262: 63: 59: 52 
8 :44 
10 :46 
214:101: 73: 4 
5 :お:20:73
30: 21 
32: 19 
436 
、 ，
?》 ，
??
?????
??。
??
?
?
?
?? 31.86:t2.日42
Goseshikoku F2 
X TTT Fo(K gla) 
Colsess IV 
Fa(k Gls) 
K-gla 
x 
Kmut 28 
(brz) 
52 
56 
392 
121 
51 
51 
? ?? ?。
??????。?
?????? ??????
??
??
??…? ??
??
???
??…
??
、??
? ，
???
、 ， ，
??????
???????
??
????
?
?
?????????????????
?
??
?
??
???
???
?
??
?
?
??
?
…?
??
、 ，
? 。
?
? ??
?
?
?
???…
????
???
…
??
???
? ? ?
…
????
????? ?
?
????
? ?
?
…?
?
…?
?
????????…
?
…?
?
?
?
?
?
、
?
?…
??
?
?
?
…?
K-gla 
x 
Kmut 174 
(/g) 
Grand average value of recombination (%) 
申 S田 thefootnote of Table 10. 
24.37:t 1.0356 
仁23.3 40.1 -同 • 
与 K b~2 gJs 81 
込L--P141.3+|(20.5) - I- ....... ~ I 
23.9~I 
(24.4) -1 
31.4 ニkー 13.6ー +(24.4) -I -
34.7 
Fig. 3. A map of five genes on chromo田 me4. in which are shown the weighted 
average values obtained by the three-point tests for each of the three genes 
concerned. The values in parenthesis are those calculated by combining al 
the data obtained from different crosses. 
which has been estimated to be 14.3% by Leonard (1942) and 15.196 by 
Robertson (1937). 
7. A Semi-six-rowed Mutant， Kmut 27 
The semi-six-rowed mutant Krnut 27 was induced by X-ray irradia-
tion frorn a two-rowed barley Svanhals and given us for use by Dr. 
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Tsuchiya. This a p伊arsalmost simi1ar to the ordinary six-rowed bar1ey， 
but the up伊 rand lowermost two or three lateral spikelets are somewhat 
underdeveloped in general and often become tip-awned or awnless and 
sterile. The genetic behavior of this mutant character was found to be 
different from that of the ordinary six-rowed character. As shown in 
Table 18， when crossed to a two-rowed form， the resultant FI plant had 
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TABLE 18 
Segrちgationof non.six-row and six-row phenoty戸sin F2 of the cros田sof 
Kmut 27 (V2) with the ordinary two-rowed and six-rowed varieties. 
χ2 for 
9:7 
χZ for 
3:1 
Fa phenotypes Kmut 27 (ω) 
crossed with P 
Svanhals (2-row) 
Nigrinudum (2-row) 
L.T. 16 (2-row) 
Ligule-less (Koyo) (2-row) 
Orange lemma (6-row) 
Col記 ssV (6-row) 
smal1 
smal1 
smal1 
smal1 
.7-$ 
.05-.02 
53.2623 
124.8618 
45_5525 
75_1034 
0.2211 
4.5714 
P 
.7-.5 
smal1 
.3-.2 
.3-.2 
smal1 
smal1 
0.3443 
11.3168 
1.4483 
1.1627 
79.飴80
54.∞00 
Total 
427 
475 
414 
406 
478 
512 
6-row 
112 
87 
113 
91 
204 
200 
non-6-row 
? ?
????
??
?
? ???
two-rowed heads， but not the intermediate ones， and in the F2 generation 
the semi-six-rowed plant ap開aredin a ratio of one against 3 normal 
two-rowed ones. On the other hand， a cross with the ordinary six-rowed 
TABLE 19 
Interrelationships betw田 nnon-six-row vs.・six-row'(V2V2) and the 
marker character pairs on chromo田町leS1....7 in F2 of the 
cr田seswith the • six-row' mutant， Kmut 27. 
6-row 
X x 
Non-6-row 
X x 
三巴竺!_Chromo-
x x some 
Kmut 27 (内)
cro岱edwith P 
1. T. 16 
(2-row) 
?????????????????
?
???
?
?
χZL 
0.0049 
0.9292 
31.8467 
0.1299 
0.9028 
0.2416 
0.2415 
0.1814 
25.1304 
0.3164 
Total 
475 
475 
475 
414 
414 
414 
414 
414 
414 
406 
???
??
?
?
????
???????
?
?
???????
??
??
?
? ??
??
??
?
?
?
?
??
?ー???
??????
???
?
。 ?
??
????
??
?
???
Nigrinudum 
(2-row) 
.95-.9 
.1-.05 
5ー .3
.02一.01
0.0043* 
2.8972* 
0.5181* 
5.471団事
478 
478 
512 
512 
??????
159 
159 
143 
164 
?????
214 
195 
233 
226 
?
???
??
?
?
，??
???
Ligule-less 
(Koyo) (2-row) 
Orange lemma 
(6-row) 
Colsess V 
(6-row) 
* Calculated on the basis of a 27: 9 : 21 : 7 segregation ratio. 
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variety gave the F1 plants with spikes of so-called intermediate appearance， 
and in the Fz generation non-six.row and six.row plants appeared in a 9: 7 
segregation ratio. The results c1early indicate that the田mi.six.rowed
character of this mutant is conditioned by a gene which is different from 
V for ordinary six.rowed spike and ∞mpletely epistatic to V. A gene 
symbol Vz was assigned to this mutant gene. 
Linkage of Vz with several markers was studied using five cross白
between Kmut 27 and testers with two.rowed or six.rowed head. Table 19 
shows the summarized results of the 民間gregations. It is apparent in 
this table that Vz for the semi-six.rowed character is inherited indepen. 
dently of n (1)， /i(2)， uz (3)， K (4)， B and trd (5) and 0 (6)， but is linked 
with S on chromosome 7， although in the cross with Orange lemma with 
six.rowed spikes the observed Fz frequencies fitted well to the ex戸以ed
ratio for independent assortment. An F3 progeny t回twas made for the 
cross with Nigrinudum only. In Table 20 are shown the data for linkage 
betWI田nVz and S obtained in the cros記swith L. T. 16 and Nigrinudum. 
The weighted average value of recombination was 18.98:!: 1.4572 (第).
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TABLE 20 
The linkage data for V2 and s， and the weighted average 
value of re∞mbination. 
Recombina. Weighted average 
tion value value of recombi. 
(%) nation (%) 
Source 
of 
data 
Kmut 27 (偽)
× Total 
1. T. 16 
Nigrinudum 
" 
N 
M 
18.鎗土1.4572
、???
、 ，
??
， ，
???????
??
????
? ?
，
???
?
??
???
414 
475 
183 
130 
84 
Segregationホ
213:飽 :106:7 
258:130: 85: 2 
7 : 18 : 27 :131 
81 :49 
61 :23 
Phase 
???
F. 
Fa 
F，<V. s) 
F'<V2 $) 
F，(vl S) 
* See the footnote of Table 10. 
Narrow-Leaved Dω'arf Mutant， Nagao初 Dwaゲ (n/d)
This mutant was first found among the Fz population of a cross 
betw田ntwo ]apapese cultivars， Nagaoka and Marumi 16， in our experi. 
mental farm. For the simplicity's sake， itwぉ namedNagaoka dwarf. Its 
leav白 arenarrow， thick， dark.gr田ncolored and er配 twith prominent 
midribs. Auric1田 aredegenerated to tiny proj配 tions，though ligules are 
norma1. Most of the stem.internodes are short and the up開rmostone is 
markedly curved as s田nin Fig. 4. The spik回 areden田， and its spikelets 
are relatively small and sometimes inferti1e. 
The linkage of the gene n/d for this mutant character as stated above 
was studied by trisomic analysis and found to be located on chromosome 
7， but neither on chromosome 2 nor 6 (Takahashi and Hayashi 1966). 
8. 
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Fig. 4. A photograph of the 
upper part of the narrow-
leaved dwarf mutant 抑制
with markedly curved， 
short stem-intern吋es(uzu 
type). 
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Along with the trisomic analysis， a conventional genetic analysis was 
started simultaneously using the crosses of Nagaoka dwarf with Nigri-
nudum， Orange lemma and Colsess IV， and after finding the chromosome 
on which nld was located， two additional crosses were made to locate nld 
on chromosome 7. 
Table 21 shows the田gregation of normal vs. d warf and several 
chromosome marker character pairs in Fz of the five cros田swith Nagaoka 
dwarf. The results clearly indicate that nld is independently inherited-of 
n (1)， v and Pr (2)，ι(3)， K and Hs (4)， B (5) and 0 (6)， but linked with 
s for short.haired rachilla and also fs for fragile stem on chromosome 7. 
In order to determine the location of nld by three point test， analy田 S
were made with the cross between Nagaoka dwarf and T. 179， which in. 
volves Rr， Ss and Nldnld altogether. The data obtained from this and a 
few other sources are given in Table 22. 
It became evident from the results that nld was located 3796 apart 
from s on the opposite side of r. This led to an assumption that fs might 
lie between nld and s， as the distana between fs and s had b田nknown 
to be 26-20% (Takahashi et al. 1953). Fz tests made with two crosses， 
Nagaoka dwarf x Kamairazu (fs) and Syria 439)< Kamairazu， have shown 
that the map distance between fs and nld is 18.6196， while that between 
nld and s is36.86%. Thus， the assumption stated above was verified by 
this experiment (Table 23). It may be safe to conclude from these results 
that four genes， nld， fs， s and r are arranged in this order on chromo. 
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TABLE 21 
Interrelationships between normal vs. narrow leaved dwarf (Nldnld) 
and several marker character pairs on chromosomes 1-7 
in F2 of the cr田記swith Nagaoka dwarf mutant. 
Dwarf 
X x 
Normal 
Chromo-一一三一一一一
some X x 
Symbol 
X x 
Nagaoka dwarf 
(n/d) 
× 
P 
T.179 
.7-.5 
.2-.1 
.95一.9
.2-.1 
.2-.1 
.3ー .2
small 
.5-.3 
small 
.3ー .2
.3ー .2
<.05 
.8-.7 
small 
.2-.1 
small 
χ2L 
0.3091 
1.7096 
0.0112 
4.0回5紳
2.5538 
1.2327 
10.2998 
0.7835 
15.8013 
1.6330 
1.3386 
4.1364 
0.1050 
20.0556 
1.6朋6
50.0お8
Total 
?????????
???っ
??
っ??
??
? ，
?
??
。????
っ?????????
?
??
??
?
47 
35 
41 
(193)* 
59 
50 
33 
21 
8 
25 
20 
17 
68 
16 
33 
5 
??
????
?
?????
?
?????????
??? ?
?，??
??
?
? ?
?
? ?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?? ?
114 
112 
104 
130 
112 
142 
68 
77 
56 
74 
78 
123 
98 
95 
116 
????????
???
???
???
?
?? ??
??
?
??????
?
???
??
???
??
?
?
???
????
???
?
???
?
???
Orange lemma 
Nigrinudum 
Colsess IV 
Kamairazu 
TABLE 22 
F2 and Fs data for the linkages of three gen巴s，nld， s and r， obtained in the 
crosses of Nagaoka dwarf with T. 179， Nigrinudum and Orange lemma. 
Recombina-Weighted 
Toul tion value a:222。説F
(船 田悦叩(勉)
Sour四
of 
data 
Segrega tion * 
-Ss 
、 ，
??
? 》 ，
???
?????????
?
512 
149 
57 
65 
263:95:121:33 
15 : 35: 39: 60
19:38 
20:45 
???
F2 
Fa(Nld R) 
Fa(Nld r) 
Fs(nld R) 
Nagaoka 
dwarf 
X 
T.179 
H 
11 
11 
Orange 
lemma 
Nigrinudum 
T.179 
11 
11 
11 
Ltnked 
36.86:t2.4799 
34.29 
39.80 
36.47 
39.29 
30.00 
40.64 
512 
148 
58 
78 
429 
637 
2的:98 :138.16 
11:29:35:73 
27 :31 
34:44 
幻.6:77 : 108: 8 
318:142:144: 33 
Phase 
????
Fz 
Fs(N/d S) 
Fa(Nld s) 
Fs(nld S) 
Fz 
Fz 
Nldnld 
g問le&
Nldnld 
-Rr 
47.97 :t2.5757 
22.42¥ 
20.371 
15.00 I 
27.59 ' 
。??
???
???
??
?
? ?
341: 57 : 43 : 71 
45 : 21: 26: 97
3 :34 
4 :21 
???
F2 
Fa(S R) 
Fa(S r) 
Fa(s R) 
T.179 
a 
Ss-
Rr 
21.54:t 1.6733 
* se the f∞tnote of Table 10. 
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some 7. A map of the gen回 inthis part of chrornosome 7 is shown in 
Fig.5. 
TABLE 23 
Linkage data for four genes， fs， nid， ，. and s， obtained in F2 of two cr国ses，
Kamair沼 ux N agaoka d warf and Kamairazu x Syria 439. 
Kamairazu Symbol F. phenotypes Recombination 
cr，田昌d Phase Total χIL value 
with Xx Yy XY Xy xY xy (%) 
Nagaoka dwarf Fsfs Nldnld R 242 138 16 5 回1 日.0渓lB 18.61土4.281
Syria 439 Fsfs Ss R 279 124 105 1 519 20.412 30.42土3.9290
Fsfs Rlγ R 321 82 102 14 519 2.3603 independent 
Rr Ss C 351 72 33 63 519 77.8439 2.78:t2.1457 
nld fs s r 
18.6 30.4 21.5 22.8 
'36.9 
independent 
independent 
Fig. 5. A map of gen田 onchrom団ome7. 
Acccording to the map of chromosome 7， prepared by Robertson (1971)， 
βlocus is pla偲don the proximal end of the long arm， while Hay田 and
Rana (1966) has suggested ddt to be on the short arm. It is po笛ibleto 
suppo詑， therefore， that nld is located on the short arm of this chromo釦me
and might be close to dt. 
SUMMARY 
This pa酔rpr伎;entsthe gene linkages and character descriptions of 
詑 vennew mutants of barley. The results may be summarized as follows. 
The semidominant chlorophyll mutant OUM 215， induced by EMS 
treatment， segregat田 xantha(1ethal)， chlorina and green plants in a 1: 2: 1 
ratio. The gene Xo. is located 35.3% apart from lk:， and ∞cupi田 the
distal end of the long arm of chromosome 1 (Fig. 1). 
The glossy sheath character in Okaiku 3 is shown by this genetic 
analysis to be the same as that of Jotun. The gene gS5 is on chromosome 
2 and clo田lylinked with e (Fig. 2). 
Thrl田 gen回 ，gl3 for glo田yleaves in Gos白hikoku.hen，br2 for brachy. 
tic growth 2 in Kmut 28， and 1， for chlorina plant of Kmut 174， are al 
on chromosome 4. Arrangement of the five gen田 areI，-K-brz-gls-Bl 
(Fig. 3). 
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A semi-six-rowed mutant character induced from a two-rowed cultivar 
Svanhals is conditioned by V2 which is linked with s on chromosome 7 
with 19~ち recombination. 
The narrow-leaved dwarf mutant called Nagaoka dwarf has a gene 
nld on chromosome 7. Since it is 18.6% apart from fs， itis inferred that 
nld is 1∞ated close to ddt on the short arm of chromosome 7 (Fig. 5). 
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